Abstract In this paper; we propose a general formulation of regularization framework is expressed directly in a discrete discrete functional regularization on weighted graphs. This frame-setting and unifies continuous regularizations and graph Laplawork can be used on any multi-dimensional data living on graphs cian diffusion methods. It provides a formulation for a wide of the arbitrary topologies. In this work, we focus on microscopic image segmentation and classification within semi and unsupervised ra ge ofgapliation aro doain.fInathis paperw o schemes. Moreover; to provide a fast image segmentation we propose on image segmentation and classification problems. a graph based image simplification as a pre-processing step. . This image simplification, in connection with izing homogenous regions relative to image content. Then, the our graph based regularization, provides a fast, simple and classification step corresponds to classify extracted elements iterative scheme to perform an efficient image segmentation in the same biological groups, i.e. to group similar objects into and classification. Moreover, our approach has the advantage the same class among the existing ones in the image. to work with graphs of the arbitrary topologies. If we use the Numerous image segmentation and classification methods fully connected graph on the simplified image version, our can be found in the literature. Among existing ones, derivative framework provides a natural formulation of a fully non-local approaches from supervised to unsupervised machine learning label diffusion process in contrast with the usual methods. algorithms or variational methods have been successfully This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we applied in computer vision problems. Variational methods, recall some definitions and notations on weighted graphs. In based on regularization, provide a framework to handle im-Section III, we present the notion of graph energy partitions. age processing problems by designing and solving Partial It constitutes the basis of our image simplification strategy. In Differential Equations (PDEs) in continuous domain. Then, Section IV, we introduce our general discrete regularization PDEs are discretized in order to fit with the image domain. framework and its application in cytological image segmenMany PDE-based resolution schemes have been presented so tation and classification. On the one hand, semi-supervised far in the literature (see, for instance [1], [2], and references classification is considered. On the other hand, a scheme to therein for more details on variational methods). In the same transform the semi-supervised learning into an unsupervised time, recent data sets analysis and machine learning methods one is also described. Interesting experiments are shown and have been developed. They are based on graph Laplacian notably the ability of our approach to segment non spatially diffusion processes and have been used to perform data sets connected elements by using a minimal number of initial 
PDEs are discretized in order to fit with the image domain. framework and its application in cytological image segmenMany PDE-based resolution schemes have been presented so tation and classification. On the one hand, semi-supervised far in the literature (see, for instance [1] , [2] , and references classification is considered. On the other hand, a scheme to therein for more details on variational methods). In the same transform the semi-supervised learning into an unsupervised time, recent data sets analysis and machine learning methods one is also described. Interesting experiments are shown and have been developed. They are based on graph Laplacian notably the ability of our approach to segment non spatially diffusion processes and have been used to perform data sets connected elements by using a minimal number of initial classification [3] , [4] or dimensionality reduction [5] problems. iabels. Finally, main ideas and future works are summarized Inspired by continuous regularization and data-dependent in Section V. function analysis methods, we propose a general discrete II. PRELIMINARIES ON WEIGHTED GRAPHS regularization framework on weighted graphs of the arbitrary topologies for any multi-dimensional data [6] , [7] , [8] . Our
We consider the general situation where a set of data X {tJ1, . .. ,xJC}, withx e C m is described by a finite weighted an elementx (e X. G is also consists in a subset E C V x V of d: V x V -> R+, for u C V and v C V, can be defined as:
edges. An edge represents the pairwise relation between two (u, v) to each edge (u, v) C E. It reflects the The energy ds V -* R+ induced by the metric d for all the similarity between vertices u and v and satisfies: w(u, v) = 0 seeds of S can be expressed as:
if (u, v) , E, and w(u, v) endowed with the usual inner product. J The graph representation provides a natural and an useful The energy partitions of G, for a given set of seeds S and a formulation to model any general discrete data. In image metric d, is the set of influence zones noted by: processing, this structure is commonly used to represent digital In this section, we introduce our discrete regularization Let G =(V,F) be a graph, V be the set of the graph framework and its application for image segmentation and vertices and S ={si} C V a set of K seeds over G, where classification. First, we focus on semi-supervised learning and
Let f : V -* R be a function which associates a finally we propose a scheme to modify the semi-supervised real-valued vector f(v) C RSd to each v C V. Then, a metric strategy into a unsupervised one. (2) where ( 
where u v means that vertices u C V and v C V are connece by an edge (U, v) e F. Us in t system of equations can be rewritten as:
. (4) Among the existing methods, the Gauss-Jacobi iterative algorithm can be applied to resolve (4). Given an iteration step t and an initial function f0, the corresponding linearized regularization algorithm is defined, Vv E V as: some relevant elements of the image. For instance, in Fig. 2(a) , user does not mark the two different cytoplasm but the label t+f1 ( f ot diffusion algorithm found all the similar ones relatively to fi' (v) = A + w (u, v) tfil (V) + E: t(u, V)fi (u)J the marked ones. Fig. 2(c) Our image pre-segmentation step uses a set of seeds to Original image with the obtained regions boundaries superimposed in white perform image simplification. The idea is to use this set of color from (c) and (e), respectively. seeds as initial labels. To label these seeds in three classes, any machine learning algorithm can be used. Once seeds are labeled, the classification based on the label diffusion algorithm (6) can be applied in the same scheme as semi-the algorithm has the ability to modify initial labels classificasupervised one. tion using neighbor ones. Fig. 4 (e) (f) [7] 0. L6zoray, S. Bougleux, and A. Elmoataz, "Parameterless discrete regularization on graphs for color image filtering," in Image Analysis Moreover, the fully connected graph, in connection with our regularization framework based on diffusion processes on weighted graphs, provide a natural and uncommon used fully non-local label propagation formulation. Our work describes two classification approaches. On the one hand, an interesting user guidance interactive semisupervised classification. On the other hand, an unsuper-
